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Abstract

The tendency of Cyber Crime in Indonesia is still around hatred and racial intolerance
that implications on the stability of the country.so many Case ethnicity,religion,race and
inter-group relations  occurred in Indonesia, especially in elections in 2018
simultaneously this potential conflict sara vulnerable occur. According to the writer Sara
conflict is very dangerous, because the effects of this ethnicity,religion,race and inter-
group relations  conflict can divide the community and even the nation. This study
concerning food literatures by itself is normative. This study aims to find out how law
enforcement cybercrime against perpetrators of criminal  in Pilkada 2018 simultaneously
and the factors of any cause of cybercrime ethnicity,religion,race and inter-group
relations  in elections 2018 simultaneously. The results of this study showed that the
enforcement of Cybercrime ethnicity,religion,race and inter-group relations   law in
elections 2018 simultaneously in its application more appropriate use Article 28
paragraph (2) of Law No. 11 Year 2008 on Information and Electronic Transactions with
the provisions of criminal sanction article 28 paragraph (2) is regulated in Article 45
paragraph (2)

Keywords: cybercrime, in this case, law No. 11 Year 2008, simultaneously of election the
head region in 2018

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background  Problem

Nowadays information
technology is as a double-edged
sword, not only contributing to the
improvement of welfare, progress
and human civilization, but also as
an effective means of action against
the law. According to Soerjono
Soekanto, advances in technology
will run simultaneously with the
emergence of changes in the field of
society. The changes in society can
be about social values, social rules,
patterns of behavior, organization,
and institutional sense of society.

Today, there has been a new
legal regime known as a cyber law.
The term cyber law is defined as the
equivalent of “Hukum Siber” (in
Indonesian Language), currently
internationally used for legal terms

relating to the use of information
technology. The other terms that is
used are Law of 2 Information
Technology of Virtual World Law
and Mayantara Law. These terms are
born considering the activities of the
Internet and the utilization of virtual-
based information technology.

Barda Nawawi Arief
mentions that the crime that occurred
in cyberspace called cyber crime
which is one of the new form or
dimension of the crime of the present
that received wide attention in the
international world. Furthermore
Barda Nawawi Arief said that in the
perspective of criminal law, cyber
crime can be seen from various
aspects, such as criminalization
policy aspect (criminal formulation),
criminal responsibility or punishment
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aspect (including evidence aspect / 3
proof), and jurisdiction aspect

The term of SARA is an
abbreviation of Tribe, Religion, Race
and Inter-Group which in principle
has been regulated in the Act as well
as all implementing regulations. One
of the laws governing is the 1945
Constitution which is the main
source of law in Indonesia. The
Criminal Code also regulates the
spreading of hatred in the SARA
dimension, which is contained in
article 156, article 156a and article
157. In its development, the Law No.
40 of 2008 on the Elimination of
Race and Ethnic Discrimination, also
known as Anti Discrimination Act in
responding to the spread of SARA
hatred

However, the two Laws are
deemed ineffective and in practice
still encounter limitations in the
implementation, especially
concerning Law Enforcement for
those who commit violations by
making SARA as their content.

In this case, Law No. 11 Year
2008 on Electronic Information and
Transaction was issued, Article 28
paragraph (2) is a provision that
began to be used in cases of
spreading hatred based on SARA.
Article 28 paragraph (2) of the ITE
Law is written as follows:
"Every person intentionally and
without right to disseminate
information intended to incite a
hatred or hostility of individuals and
/ or certain groups based on ethnic,
religious, racial, and interreligious
groups (SARA)."

According to the author of
the tendency of Cyber Crime in
Indonesia is still around hate and
Sara that has implications for the
stability of the State. Indonesian
people still consider that the Internet

as a world that has no etiquette is a
polite attitude or other rules that
govern the relationship between
civilized groups of people in the
association. We have already seen
how the internet is being used by one
party to bring down the other side or
vice versa to disturb the society and
disturb the stability of the region.

There have been many cases
of Sara happening in Indonesia,
especially in elections of the head
region in 2018, the potential for
SARA conflict is vulnerable. Sara's
conflict is very dangerous, because
the effects can seperate society and
even nation. One way of reducing the
potential for vulnerable sara conflicts
in elections in 2018 is by no means
discriminating in their law
enforcement.

1.2 The Research Problem
1. How is the enforcement of

cybercrime law against SARA
criminal in elections
simultaneously 2018

2. What factors influence the
enforcement of cyber crime
against sara crime?

2. RESEARCH METHOD
Law research is divided to 2

aspects, they are normative and
emphiris laws). This study concerns
the Library then by itself a normative
study by taking data through Books
relating to CyberCrime, Writing in
Journals and from various laws and
regulations, as well as Papers and
other relevant papers.)

3. DISCUSSION
3.1 Enforcement of CyberCrime
Law against SARA criminal
offenses in pilesaka 2018
simultaneously
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According to Soerdjono
Soekanto, Law enforcement is an
activity of harmonizing the
relationships of values that are
elaborated in steadfast rules and acts
as a series of final value stages, to
create, maintain and maintain peace
of life. Law is a means in which
contained values or concepts about
justice, truth and social benefits.
While Bellefroid argued that the law
is all rules that apply in society
regulate the order of society and
based on the existing power in
society.

The content of the Law is
abstract. According to Sarjipto
Raharjo, law enforcement is
essentially the enforcement of
abstract ideas or concepts. Concrete
law enforcement is the enactment of
positive law in practice as it should
be adhered to.

In an effort to deal with
Cybercrime against perpetrators of
SARA criminal acts in elections in
2018 simultaneously law enforcers
do analogies or parables and
equations of the articles contained in
the Criminal Code are usually used
more than one chapter. The
application of these articles should
be more precise, so it is effective in
the process of enforcing justice, but
on the other hand does not prohibit
freedom of expression and opinion.
Article 28 paragraph (2) of Law No.
11 Year 2008 on Information and
Electronic Transactions is the most
appropriate article in cracking down
on the spread of hatred compared to
other criminal articles.)

The Article written: Everyone
intentionally and without right to
disseminate information aimed at
generating a hatred or hostility of
certain individuals and / or
community groups based on

ethnicity, religion, race, and among
groups (SARA).

The provisions of the
criminal sanction article 28
paragraph (2) shall be stipulated in
Article 45 paragraph (2) which reads:
"Anyone who fulfills the element as
intended in Article 28 paragraph (1)
or paragraph (2) shall be punished by
a maximum of 6 / or a maximum fine
of 1 billion rupiah. "The purpose and
objective of Article 28 paragraph (2)
is in principle to prevent the
occurrence of hostilities, riots or
even rifts based on SARA.)

Law is created by the holder
of power authority as a system of
controlling human behavior. As a
norm it is binding for each individual
to submit and follow all the rules
contained therein. The existence of
cyber law, in this context applies to
netter who interacts in cyber space.
In order for the law to function it
must meet the requirements of law
enforcement as the rule ie.
1. The rule of law shall be

applicable juridically, if its
determination is based on a
higher-level or established rule
on a set basis;

2. The rule of law applies
sociologically, if the rule is
effective. That is, the rule can be
enforced by the authorities even
if it is not accepted by the
community (power theory) or the
rule is valid because of the
recognition of the community;

3. The rule of law applies
philosophically, ie in accordance
with the ideals of law as the
highest positive value.

3.2 Factors Affecting the
Enforcement of CyberCrime
Law against sara criminal
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Law grows not from
government actions, but from
social facts within a community.
The rule of law is a reflection of
economic and moral rules based on
the public's recognition of its
significance to its community
bond. Therefore the existence of
rules governing cyber prostitution
is based on economic and moral
rules. Law is created by the holder
of the authority of power as a
system of control of human
behavior. As a norm it is binding
for each individual to submit to
and follow all the rules contained
in it. The existence of cyber law, in
this context applies to netter who
interact in cyber space.)

Sociologically, society does
require Law Number 11 Year 2008
About Information and Electronic
Transaction to arrange various
activities that they do during
interaction in cyber space. The
dynamics of information
globalization have demanded a rule
to protect the interests of netizens
in accessing information.

Arrangement in Law
Number 11 Year 2008 on
Information and Electronic
Transactions is in line with
religion, values and moral rules
that are universally accepted so
that the existence of cyber law is
recognized, accepted and
implemented by information
society. Legal certainty or
Rechtssicherkeit is something new
since the law is written, positively
and publicly. The legal certainty is
sicherkeit des scherts selbst
(certainty about the law itself).)

(There are four matters
relating to legal certainty: first, that
the law is positive, meaning that it
is legislation (gesetzliches recht).

Secondly, that this law is based on
fact (tatsachen), not a formulation
of judgment which judges will like
to do such as "goodwill,"
"decency". Third, that fact should
be formulated in a clear way so as
to avoid mistakes in the meaning,
as well as executed. Fourth, the
positive law should not be changed
frequently. Thus the presence of
Law Number 11 Year 2008 on
Electronic Information is expected
to be a tool to achieve legal
objectives of justice, benefit and
legal certainty.

Prevention and prevention
of SARA criminal acts in elections
serebtak 2018 requires a penal and
non penal approach is integralistik
and requires integration. Talking
about the community is a necessity
inherent in the talk of the law. Law
and society are two sides of one
currency. So without any
discussion of society first, actually
speaking of empty law.

Law enforcement comes
from the community and aims to
achieve peace within the
community. Therefore, it is viewed
from a certain angle, and then the
community can influence the law
enforcement. The influence of the
community in law enforcement is
examined from legal awareness
which is an indicator of the degree
of legal compliance. Legal
awareness is needed in technology.
Information technology is the
spearhead of globalization. This
condition gave rise to a new world
called the global village.
Technological advances and
developments, particularly
telecommunications, multimedia
and information technology will
ultimately alter the organization's
order and social relations.
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Regarding the first obstacle
that is about the process of
compliance with the law, if people
in Indonesia have a correct
understanding of the criminal acts
of cyber crime then either directly
or indirectly the community will
form a pattern of compliance. This
pattern of compliance can be based
on the fear of criminal penalties
imposed when committing a cyber
crime or this pattern of compliance
grows on their own consciousness
as a legal society. Through a
comprehensive understanding of
cyber crime, the role of the
community becomes very important
in monitoring efforts, when people
experience lack of information,
their role will be barren.

4. CONCLUSION
Law enforcement of

cybercrime against sara crime in
elections simultaneously in 2018 is
the activity of harmonizing the
relationship of values that are
outlined in the rules or pandnagan-
pandnagan value of the cyber
crime, namely the legal action
against the use of the internet
based on kecanggiha computer
technology and
telecommunications. There are
several factors that memepangaruhi
Cybercrime Law Enforcement,
namely: Factor Law itself, law
enforcement factors, cultural
factors, community factors and
political factors.
The obstacles found in the
enforcement process are Cybercrime
Law In the effort to deal with
Cybercrime against perpetrators of
SARA criminal acts in the elections
simultaneously in 2018 law enforcers
do the analogy or parable and
equality of the articles contained in

the Criminal Code is usually used
more than one article . The
application of these articles should
be more precise, so very effective in
the process of enforcing justice, but
on the other hand does not prohibit
freedom of expression and opinion.
Article 28 paragraph (2) of Law No.
11 Year 2008 on Information and
Electronic Transactions is the most
appropriate article in cracking down
on the spread of hatred compared to
other criminal articles.)
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